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Bush missed the point!
Just three months after the Tiananmen massacre Bush sent
(secretly) two top foreign policy advisors to Beijing to
tell these jack-booted thugs that all is forgiven, lets go
on with business as usual.
This is evidence of the quality of Bush's moral values.
If he thinks it is just fine for a government to shoot down
peaceful demonstrators, then we can see how he can so easily
approve of the murderous actions of the ATF and FBI.
Mao talked of a million flowers blooming.
Bush talked of a thousand points of light.
But the Weaver family and the Branch Davidians were points
of life that were ruthlessly snuffed out by government
agents.
Bush thinks this is just dandy and whoever speaks against
these outrages is somehow un-American.
Bush probably thinks the Declaration of Independence is unAmerican because it tells of our God given RIGHT to
Revolution:
When ANY government becomes oppressive of the Right of the
People to Life, Liberty and the Persuit of Happiness it is
the Right of the People to alter or abolish that government,
and create a new one that will respect those rights.
Alter or abolish means Revolution.
We the People now have ample grounds for Revolution. Even
counting only Waco, more Americans have been killed by U.S.
government aggression than were killed by British troops
during the Boston Massacre.
Bush, of course, just wants to protect his wealthy and
powerful friends and that's why he resigned from the NRA.
The People, not the government, make America. The
government steals from the People and gives to the wealthy
and powerful. The same as the previuos government did until
April 19, 1775.
History is repeating itself; King George is a goner!
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I love it when you gun nuts try to use reason. Unfortunately
you dont seem to have any. For instance, on the note before
this and practically everywhere else on this bulletin board,
the pro NRA pro gun people have constantly been talking
about how Hitler "took away" everyone's gun rights in 1930's
Germany. Now you are even equating the events that took
place in Tiannamen Square circa 1989 with this topic. Of
course neither moment in history has anything to do with
your argument. For instance just as the events that took
place in Europe just over 50 years ago were about racial
hatred not gun control, your China analogy holds no water
as well since while the students in Beijing were peacefully
assembled and unarmed, your friends in Waco were heavily
armed and fired first upon the ATF which in no way can be
described as a "peaceful protest". While you guys are all
entitled to your opinions, please stop revising history and
using false analogies to prove your points.
Steve O
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